RULOMATİK
Distributorship
Invest for real business.

BE A DISTRIBUTORSHIP
Mission and Functions
Skills and Qualifications
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BE a Distributorship
Licensee
Owned and managed by independent distributors and regional dealers, focusing on offering the
highest standard of disposable products from vending machines at any time of the day, offering
microfiber car towels, sports towels, colorful in-car car floor mats, beach towels and prayer towels
solutions primarily to drivers and individuals which makes it one of the largest vending machine
operating networks in the world.
Rulomatik has a worldwide network of more than 9,310 vending machines with 24/7 sales, together
with its business partners. Rulomatik, an international manufacturer company, develops its network
of distributor centers on a country/region basis through distributorship license agreements with
local/regional business partners.
A "Rulomatik Main Distributor Licensee" obtains the exclusive right to use the following through the
main distributor license agreement:
Rulomatik’s internationally registered brand and trademarks
Rulomatik’s distributorship business concept
Rulomatik’s know-how to develop and support a network of Rulomatik entrepreneurs in the
specific territory/country.

Rulomatik's Distributor License format has proven to be a proofed revenue model. International business model.In more
than 150 cities in Eurasia, you can get support to invest in a popular business that has been tested and become popular in
more than 255 cities around the world.
Rulomatik currently has regional/country Rulomatik distributor license agreements covering more than 27 countries. The
geographic distribution extends from Europe to Russia, the Americas, the South Pacific and Asia.

Mission & Functions:
A Rulomatik Distributor Licensee must act as the official authorized distributor of all products etc. produced for its territory
or borders. The primary management responsibilities for the Rulomatik owner are:
Adapting of the Rulomatik business concept to the local/country market
To train and manage a qualified team
Managing the opening of a warehouse for disposable products, where Rulomatik products will be located
Have knowledge of technical secrets
Managing the signing of individual/corporate agreements to grow the network
To support activities related to opening up new markets and chain locations
To implement educational programs for the continuous transfer of information during the undergraduate
period
To get advice and support on all distributor activities
To have and negotiate requests from his/her region/country on a regular basis
To carry out the tracking of Rulomatik vending machines

Rulomatik™ distributors and dealers are generally looking for opinion readers, open to the future, curious, entrepreneurial
and always looking for ways to do things better, and are inspired by new ideas.

Rulomatik
Our world is experiencing an increasing demand for products that are needed and
that make the lives of individuals easier. Rulomatik is here to make everything easier.
We offer international solutions for microfiber car drying towels, sports towels,
colorful cardboard mats for car interiors, worshiping products, hygiene products to
pre-canon customers through a network of distribution centers that are directly
owned by regional dealers or country distributors.
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Vending Machines| Inner Reservoir Products | Software | Accessories

Schedule a call with us: contact.rulomatik.com

Contact us: distributorship@rulomatik.com

Solutions at www.rulomatik.com

© Rulomatik. territories and centers are operated by independent Distributorship Licensees that operate under a franchise agreement under the brand name of Rulomatik. Through
the franchise network, Rulomatik Etc. provides support services - mainly shipping, logistics, , marketing and communication services - for businesses and individuals. Each
Distributorship Licensee is responsible for the promotion of the Rulomatik Etc. System within a certain territory as well as for the management of the related Rulomatik Etc. Network.
Rulomatik Etc. and Rulomatik are registered trademarks used with permission of Rulomatik Worldwide S.p.A. (All rights reserved). The services offered by the local Rulomatik Etc.
Network can vary depending on the territory.

